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MSU takes
8th. in UCA

Touch-Ups

cheer finals

New residential college
head sta tem ent released

BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

BY AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Residential
Revision

On January 6 the Murray
State cheerleading team's
With the residential college
tumultuous journey to the
These specific responsibilities
plan on the brink of implemennational cheerleading finals
have been outlined for the nine
tation, University officials concame to an end.
residential college heads:
tinue to adjust the current sysA.Ad mlnlatratlon
Mter a van accident last
tem to best suit Murray State.
• Maintain office hours within
March claimed the life of team
On Monday, Don Robertson,
the hall of the residemial
member, Ginger Adams, and
associate vice president of stucollege.
injured several others, the
dent affairs, released a revised
• Recruit and lead faculty,
dream of competing for a
description for the residential
staff and community mermers
national title seemed to fade
college head position.
who serve as advocates and
away.
The original description,
mentors.
which was released on Oct. 23,
But with hours upon hours of
• Lead planning and
explained that a head would be
sweat and determination the
development of residential
college programming..
squad regained that hlgh stanchosen for each of the nine res• Manage the residential
idential colleges.
dard of excellence which had
college programming and
earned them much deserved
In October Roger Reichmuth,
supplies budget.
respect; and a new but old
interim dean for the College of
B.
Advising
dream was once again attainFine Arts and Communications
• Act as ormudsperson for
able.
and bead of the subcommittee
students in the residential
for heads and fellows, said the
Then during halftime of the
college.
faculty head would work to proMSU-Eastern Kentucky foot• Serve as adviser to the
mote the interaction of faculty
ball game that dream became
residential college governance
and staff with students in acareality when it was announced
system.
demic and non-academic setthat the squad would be com• Lead planning and
developmem of the general
tings.
peting for a national title in
academic advising component
In addition to outlining
January.
of the residential college-not
requirements for application,
Being the first MSU squad
to replace the students
the statement also focused on
ever to compete in the national
specific
academic advising
the benefits of holding the posifinals, the Racer cheerleaders
within the departments.
tion.
finished an impressive eighth
C. Other d utiea
Robertson said the need for
out of 30 squads.
• Serve as a role model to
the new statement became
Valley
Fellow
Ohio
residential college members.
apparent during meetings held
Conference team Morehead
• Serve on the Residential
with faculty last November and
College Council composed of
State won the championship.
December.
heads, representatives from
The Racer squad had earned
seemed
as
we
were
lookStudent Affairs,
"It
an automa tic berth to the
representatives
from Housing
ing
into
our
initial
recruiting,
fmals by placing third out of 36
and
students.
there was still a lack of clear
Division I schools in the quali• Become familiar with Student
understanding from some facfying round.
Affairs and residential life
ulty about what the residential
Cheerleading coach Mike
areas.
colleges were all about," he
Young was extremely proud of
Source; student Affairs
said.
his crew.
Chad Holder/Graphics Editor
"We felt like there were some
"Our squad and one other
grey areas, and we wanted to
team were the only newcomers
look
at what was learned from our meetings and then resubmit
to the event, while everyone
some things," he added.
else there were veteran
The revised statement, which calls tenured faculty members to
squads; so the competition was
serve
as faculty heads, includes a salary enhancement of $6,000
very tough," he said. "They just
above
the academic salary. The salary enhancement is a new
tried to go out there and do
addition to the statement.
their routine the way they
A transition from the one-fourth release from teaching and
knew how, and things paid off
other
academic duties, whlch was previously proposed, to a one
for them."
half release is included in the new statement as well.
The team's two and a half
Previously, Reichmuth said the committee did not feel it wise to
minute oroutine conl!iisted of
assign
the position as a half time or three quarter position until
stunts, dan~, gymnastics and
the
system
was implemented. Robertson explained that the trancrowd participation. Seniors
Andy Lee/Staff
·sition
to
a
half
time release has been made because some facultx
Ellen Sweatt, of Paducah,
Warmer temperatures and large amounts of rain last week created scenes across campus
Jason Miller, of Marion, Ill.,
resembling this one of Boi:J Schuh, graduate student from Nashville, Tenn.
See COLLEGE HEADS/14
and
Meena
Shams
of
Bardstown were tbTee of the
cheerleaders who competed in
the nationals.
"Our nerves and the pres- BY TOM I<IMMEL
party, but taken in totality it
sures effected our performance MANAGING EDITOR
constitutes a package with
News' stand fired debate all across America.
BY jENNIFER PonER
overall, but we found out that
which both can live," Alexander
STAff WRITER
During the vigil on the west side of the
The long cont;sted battle wrote.
we could compete with the
Curris Center, David Roos, retired clergy of
Murray
State
other squads there," Sweatt between
Key points of the compromise
Despite concentrated efforts across the coun- Murray, said, "We're here because we consider
and
Paducah are:
said. "We are very proud of University
try by groups such as United We Stand, who this a gross miscarriage of justice for a young
each other, and we kept in Community College over the
held a candlelight vigil on campus Tuesday, man of conscience ~ho has defended his coun• UK would offer chemical
location of a proposed engineer- and mechanical degrees in
mind our loses at the finals."
Army Specialist MicQael New lost his battle try with honor and distinction to be court-mar"It goes to show that hard ing school appears to be coming Paducah and MSU would teach
against the system when he was court-mar- tialed."
work and dedication can pay to a close.
many of the needed courses.
tialed for disobeying an order.
With a copy of the Constitution in hand,
The Council on Higher
off considerirtg what happened
New is a 22-year-old medic from Conroe, Gary Thornell of Benton advocated that Article
• PCC will use the $8 million
last year," Miller said. "We Education adopted a resolution they raised privately t.o con:Texas, who joined the army three
years ago. VI plainly states that the U.S. Constitution
I
practiced so hard over the on Nov. 13 that called for a struct a facility to house the
He served a six-week stint in Kuwait under a supersedes any treaty, including any agreeChristmas break and only had regional center in which all new program.
United Nations directed mission but drew the ment with the U.N., and that Article I section
three days off; so going into the parties, MSU, PCC and the
line at trading in the red-white-blue for a U.N. 9 prohibits any person "of proper trust" from
• Other degree courses are to
finals, we were ready to show University of Kentucky, would be offered in Paducah and a
insignia.
accepting any title from a foreign state without
our stuff, and we made a pret- be involved.
committee appointed by the
The controversy began last fall when New the consent of Congress.
In a letter to the state legis- presidents of MSU and PCC
ty good showing."
received orders to go to Macedonia, on the
"That's the U.N. and the uniform," Thornell
lators
MSU president Kern identify the needed areas.
"We planned for this last
southern border of Serbia. He and his company said. "Isn't that the Constitution?"
Murray's support is continwere to don the U.N. patch and beret and serve
year and it was doubly impor- Alexander urged the impleOthers such as David Le Roy, junior from
mentation
of
the
compromise.
gent
on obtaining control of the
under a foreign commander. New refused on Evansville, Ind., and Lt. Col. John Harbison,
tant to us this year," Shams
"The plan as constructed del- Crisp Building, a former pepsi
the basis that he had taken an oath to "defend ROTC, argued that News' oath also incJuded a
said. ''I felt that we representicately
balances
several
critical
distribution
center
that
was
the U.S. Constitution from enemies foreign
ed Murray State very well, we
components
that
are
not
comand
domestic," not the U.N.
kept our cool and achieved our
See NEW/14
pletely satisfactory to either
See ENGINEERING/14
goal."

MSU accept s plan Groups rally to help

News
East coast bound

It is better to give ...?

Women's Center Director Kim
Barrett has accepted a
position at the
University of New York.

Consumers and waiters square off
in the age old debate
of "to tip or not to
tip."
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The trio is touring

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Great news for country m usic fans. The concert tour featuring
Tracy Lawrence, David Ball and Rick Trevino is back on schedule with the trio set to appear in Racer Arena, Cutchin
Fieldhouse, at 7:30p.m.
The concert is being sponsored by the University Center Board
and the Student Government Associat ion.
Reserved seats will be available for $20, and reserved for $18.
A limited n umber of general admission tickets will be available
for $15 each.
Ticket outlets will be announced at a later date. For more
infonnation call 762-6951.
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Friday, January 26
•Exhibition - Magic Silver Show, through Feb. 20, Eagle Galle ry,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Deadline • Campus Recreation deadline for Greek bowling.
•Show - J eanette Storey is sponsoring the Purchase area boat a nd
sports ca rd show featuring an assortment of recreational equipment
a nd sports card collections, 3·9 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
. .Cinema International · "Dazed and Confused," 7:30 p.m., Curris ,
Cente r Theater. Admission free.
•Performance • Campus Lights, 8 p.m .. Lovett Auditorium.

Visions de /'Amen ·
~

,

J

\

.

Saturday, January 27

The college of fine arts and communication, and the department of music are presenting Olivier Messiaen's Visions de
l~men on Tuesday, Jan. 30 at 8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The perfonnance is open to the public and will feature Dr.
Jerome Reed from Lipscomb University and Marilyn ShieldsWiltsie from Vanderbilt University. Reed and Sh ields-Wiltsie
perfonn as the piano duo New Visions.
Visions de l'Amen is described as a musical journey from the
creation, through the crucifixion, to final consummation.
The department of music, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and Sigma
Alpha Iota.

•Show · Purchase Area boat and sports card show, 9 a.m. · 9 p.m.,
Expo. Cente r.
.Cinema International • "Dazed and Confused," 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theate r. Admission free.
•Performance - Ca mpus Lights, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

Sunday, January 28

..

•Show ·Purchase Area boat and sports card show, 10 a .m. · 6
p. m., Expo. Center.
•Test Prep. Course - GRE test preparation course, meets every
S unday from 2-5 p.m. through March 31 , room 106, Collins Cente r.
•Performance - Campus Lights, 3 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
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Monday, January 29

Support from women's center

..

,~
~
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~

..

The Women's Center will have a support grou p for family and
friends of survivors of rape and childhood sexual abuse. A meeting time will be detennined after enough interest is shown from
the University community.
Support groups for survivors of sexual assault will be·made
available as the need arises.
For more infonnation contact Jane Etheridge at the Women's
Center at 762-6851.
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Wednesday, January 31

Andy lee/Staff

Mary Ellen Rogers, a senior from Hayfield, and her daughter
Miranda w ait in line in the Curris Ce nter during registration for
the spring semeste r.

l

~r

•Support group - The adults with attention deficit disorde r s uppo rt
group will meet Mondays from 3·4 p.m., Ordway Ha ll, room 301,
free of charge to the participates.

as an evening coune this

semester. The course will be held on Thursday night beginning
on Feb. 8 and will run until April 11.
The course will be sponsered by the MSU Office of Community
Education. The course will be taught by Pam Rockwell Babcock
in t he Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The course fee of $200 and includes all class supplies. The
class is Hmited to 15 students.
For additional infonnation contact the Office of Commu nity
Education, 207 Collins Center or call 762-2160.

I

•Exhibition • Mark Ba rone, one person student exhibition goes
through Fe b. 11. Curris Center Gallery.
•Exhibition - Shane Gregory, bachelor of fine arts exhibition goes
through Feb. 11, Upper Eagle Gallery.
•Meeting - College Republican meeting, 4:30 p.m., Tennessee
room, Curris Center.

Thursday, February 1

Auditions
Students interested in auditioning for a production of Little
Shop of Horrors should audition on Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. in Robert
E . Johnson Theater.
The Children's Theater production of The Arkansaw Bear will
be holding auditions on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1 in Lovett Auditorium
at 8 p.m. Please be prepared to read from the script and wear
clothes that will allow you to move free ly.
For more information call the MSU Theater office at 762-4421.

.Comedian - John P. Hopkins, one-man comedy, 11 a .m., Rocking
·
Chair Lounge.
•Psychotherapy group • General psychotherapy group, 11 a.m. •
12:20 p.m., Wells Hall, room 410. For information call762-6851 .
•Meeting- MSU Student Law Association meeting, 3:30p.m.,
Cumberla nd room, Curris Center.
•Cinema International - "Ge rminal," 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Admiss ion free.
•Recital · Senior recital, Tracy Baker, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Ha ll.
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Congratulations to American Humanics (AH)
student MARCUS BROWN f
We're proud of you for your record-breaking
45 points against W ashington University, and we're
even mo re proud of you for your success in
academics and leadership in service
to the community.

901-247-5798

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar open till midnight
!111ft!!'-

Contact your departmental chair or call t}ze coordinator of
graduate studies at 762-6464 for details on
graduate programs at Murray State.

Way to go, MARCUS !

t

J

• Murray State has Pell Grants, Stafford Loans ,
Graduate Assistantships and Part-time student
work available to help fi~ance your
graduate degree.
• A low interest Stafford Loan can provide up to
$18,500 per year for graduate study.

AH Student Association, Faculty, and Staff

I

*Sorry, no minors after 9:30 p.m.
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Two interviewed for vice president
Bv SARAH

WtGHT

RD'OitTU

'

The vice president for
institutional advancement will
focus more on the departments
that were in University relations.

University officials interviewed two prospective candidates for the position of vice
president for institutional
advancement this week.
The decision to create the
new position was made last
semester, as responsibilities
and administrative duties
increased with the addition of
the new $21 million Regional vice president will be head of
Special Events Center current- the office in charge of developly being built at Murray State. ment, alumni affairs, market"The position was created ing, university publications,
from the old vice president for public information, and special
University
relations
and events. Included in this will be
administrative services posi- the staffing and operation of
tion: said Sherry McClain, the Regional Special Events
interim manager of the MSU Center.
News Bureau. "The University
University officials interrelations areas were split from viewed Jane D. McNabb on
Thursday, followed by James
the administrative areas."
"The vice president for insti- M. Britt today.
McNabb is the current vice
tutional advancement will
focus more on the departments president of development at the
that were in University rela- Florida Chamber of Commerce
tions," McClain said.
Foundation in Tallahassee,
More specifically, the new Fla.

''

Sherry McClain
In addition to working on a
comprehensive development
program to secure funds for the
chamber, she has worked with
fund raising policies and procedures, communication plans,
prospect research and gift solicitation.
Other
recent
positions
McNabb has held include associate vice chancellor and director of development at the
University of North Carolina at
Charlotte, and assistance in
establishing a consulting firm.
Britt has also served in many
administration positions.
Since 1994 he has worked as

vice president of institutional
advancement and marketing at
Saint Joseph's College in
Rensselaer, Ind.
His responsibilities encompass duties ranging from
administration of the college
development programs, to public and governmental relations.
He has worked with corporate and foundation relations,
institutional marketing, publications and alumni relations.
Britt's career in higher education includes numerous universities and colleges. At Saint
Xavier University in Chicago,
Britt served in a similar position for five years.
The search committee has
been looking for candidates
with extensive fund raising
experience in addition to other
qualifications.
Candidates will be interviewed by several different
groups including the search
committee, the directors from
the departments they will be
overseeing, Staff Congress and
Faculty Senate.

Maintenance crews work through the holidays
Bv SARAH WrcHr
REPORTER

While professors and students enjoyed
the break, Murray State's maintenance
crew was at work replacing the underground electrical distribution system, and
making routine maintenance repairs.
"A lot of our under:ground distribution
system needed to be replaced," said Ed
West, director of facility management.
"About a week before students came back
for the fall semester the power was down
primarily in the quad area.

"Mter investigating the situation we

West said the new system will most likefound out that the underground distribu- ly go unnoticed to students and faculty
tion system in the quad had blown up on unless the power goes down on campus.
us. When we were replacing that part of
"You can't see it, so everyone takes it for
the system we learned that the whole sys- granted," West said. "No matter what you
tem was in pretty bad shape, so we want- do to it nobody notices it unless it is not
ed to change that while we still had control there anymore."
over it.~'
Other improvements made during the
The replacement of the distribution sys- break included repainting and recarpeting
tem was budgeted to cost $100,000. The the residence halls where needed, and confinal bill has not arrived, but West said the · tinuation of repairs on the elevators. West
project was completed under the estimated said elevator repairs are under contract
cost, about $65,000 or $75,000.
and scheduled to be completed soon.

January 14
2:46 p.m. Keri Bates reported the theft of a bicycle.
9:43 p.m. Megan Jones reported vandalism to her vehicle.
January 16
3:24 a.m. Calloway County District Jail arrested Robert S. Jackson and

charged him with driving under the Influence, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
January 17
8:06 a.m. Judy Brookhiser reported vandalism to equipment In a weight

room in Carr Health Building.
12:09 p.m. A fire alarm was set off at the first floor pull station of the
Special Education Building. The fire department was dispatched.
12:14 p.m. A fire alarm was set off at the first floor pull station of the
Lowry Center. The fire department was dispatched
4:13 p.m. A fire alarm was set off by a roofing project at the Fine Arts

Building.
4:34 p.m. There was an auto accident In the area of the Fine Arts

Building. No Injuries were reported.
January 18
12:24 a.m. Citations were issued to Jason Reed for reckless driving and

failure to wear a seat belt for a total of eight passengers In the vehicle.,
and to Phillip C. Schwettmen for having an expired registration plate.
January 19
8:18a.m. David Blackburn reported the theft of two computers, two mon-

itors and a printer from an area in Franklin Hall. The matter is under
Investigation.
January 20
2:18a.m. Kwang W. Kang was arrested for driving under the influence

and lodged in the Calloway County District Jail.
January 23
10:50 a.m. Craig McAlister reported the theft of property valued at $300

from his room in Richmond Hall during Christmas break.
4:10p.m. David McCuiston reported the theft of a 27-lnch television val·
ued at $1,600 from his room in Hart Hall.
Renovations of the parking lot on Hamilton Ave. are complete. The
lot at 16th and Hamilton, which waa uMd by faculty and staff , Ia
now zoned for blue pennlta only. No parking Ia permitted In driveways, medians or on the graaa In the renovation area, etc.
Provisions wtll no longer be made for parking In restricted areas.
Racer Patrol Escorts- 11
Motor Aulsta-17

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.
State News

Because
all-nighters
·a rent always
spent in
the librarY.

It's everywhere
you wa.nt to be:

.__ 'lattoo's coming soon!!--Accepting applications for ex-perienced Tattoo Artists

VIEWPOINT

4
IN OUR OPINION

Engineering
·resolution
grows closer
The battle over the delivery of an engineering program in this area is on its way to an end. For this,
we are thankful.
The tug-of-war between Murray State and
Paducah Community College for the affections of the
Council on Higher has become tiresome, and the
CHE should be commended for adopting a proposal
which benefits everyone, even if everyone isn't in
complete agreement on the details.
If the need for a program such as this does exist,
then lets get started on establishing it, instead of
worrying which education facility will come out the
Winner.
Education should never be a political issue, it
should be a complete agreement between t he entire
state to implement something that will benefit the
state. The schools and universities in Kentucky
should cooperate and work towards an end, not a
means to an end.
Our hope is that the state will see the CHE proposal as a solution, and work toward getting started
on a regional benefit.

Patience
perseveres
Congratulations goes to the Murray State cheerleaders for their accomplishments at the national
finals.
You have showed the courage and determination to
triumph over tragedy, and in return became the first
squad from MSU to compete in a national fmals.
The past year has taken a friend from your life,
and caused you to rely· on your own self-detenmnation and inner strength to heal those internal, as
well as external, wounds.
You've displayed courage, and showed everyone
just what an ounce of faith can do.
We all can appreciate the time and energy you
have put in to recovering, and making your squad
one the the best in the nation.
Our prayers and best wishes accompanied you on
your journey, and we all remember what you had to
go through to get where you are today.
We wish you continued success.
'
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Technology replaces Reader
memories of youth honors
Technology is great. I'll be the first to admit
that, especially given the fact that I am in the
journalism field where the newest technology
only enhances the quality of work one can produce. I am all for the Internet (Playboy page), eMail, free trips to the salad bar and the plan to
incorporate 500 channels into the cable systems
(it means more reruns of
"Seinfeld"),
but I feel the need
In
to draw the line somewhere.
My
As I sit here working on a
computer that can move far
Opinion
more quickly than I ever could
by hand, I am grateful . But,
for all of the good brought
about
by
technological
advance, I must admit, at
times, I become disenchanted
with technology.
Surely you have heard of the
MARK
blasted star 69. I'm sure you
DoiR
all have, but if you haven't, let
Copy
me inform you. It is the latest
Editor
invention that allows the victim of a prank phone call to
quickly trace the number from which the call
originated. The introduction of star 69 marked
the end of an American tradition. That art form
is better known as the prank phone call. I lettered in prank phone calls in high school and
went semi-pro until a freak index finger injury
ended my career. I am mature enough now to
understand that it is more annoying than funny,
but as a young teen, the prank phone call is, bar
none, the funniest act around.
If you want to deny that you ever opened a

phone book upon returning home from school
with the mindset to terrorize an entire community, then I applaud you. But if you are like me,
you have had countless hours of fun as you
anonymously aggravated fellow citizens over
the phone. I can only thank my lucky stars that
I had the opportunity, nay, the privilege, to partake in such a legendary pastime. It saddens me
to see the end of an era.
While sitting alone in my room with tears flowing, I often contemplate what will become of all
the young strapping boys and voluptuous
teenage girls of today, who will now have to
trade the creative hours on the phone for some
other activity (as if there could be any others).
Will they be spent reading? Or perhaps using
the Internet to gather historical and educational
information? As much as would like to believe
that, I just don't see that happening. Sorry.
I wholeheartedly understand that I am no
Nostradamus. Maybe I've never predicted a
World War or an earthquake, maybe I've never
picked a Super Bowl champion or a World Series
Winner, maybe I don't even remember the circumstances leading up to my waking up naked
in a hotel parking lot in Detroit on three consec-.
utive occasions, but I've got a feeling about this
one. I can foresee a trend that will forever
silence the avid phone pranksters.
It is sad when one really contemplates the true
side effects of the loss of the prank. It was truly
a sad day when three quick punches with an
index finger ended a tradition (and ended my
career). But, I guess progress is progress, and, as
I think about it, anything is better than an
asphalt bum in Detroit.

Kentucky legislation
gains personal approval
Kentucky is on the verge of
joining 38 other states in the
Union in allowing it's citizens
to carry concealed weapons.
Whether you are for or
against the bill you can't argue
with
the
practicality
In
of
the
My
requiremen ts that
Opinion
go along with
the legislation.
If the bill
g

o

e

s

through, it
will
not
mean it will
be legal for
HICKS
everyone to
VIewpoint
carry a gun.
Editor
Just those
individuals
who attend the training course
and receive a permit.
Gun owners have received a
bad rap for many years. I think
it is time to look at how the
media has influenced the way
we deal with our fears on this
issue.
I am a supporter of the bill,
however, I bear no ill will
against those who are opposed.
I am sure your belief in

killing the legislation is founded on beliefs you've held for a
number of years, or by an incident you have been involved in
which probably brought you
closer to a gun than you have
ever been in you life.
Those of us who were born
and raised around firearms
take this issue very seriously.
We are not voting for the
measure because we are a
bunch of gun loving red necks,
who can't wait to pistol whip
the first person we see.
Gun owners have been
stereotyped for far too long as
renegades in society.
Persons responsible for such
atrocities as the Oklahoma
City bombing, have drawn
incredible attention from the
media as gun owners before
they are identified as the monsters they are.
I may be taking great liberties in saying this, but the gun
incidents you see in the news
do not usually involve a responsible gun owner, but some nut
looking for an excuse to become
famous.
I was moved by an article in
the U.S.A Today insert that
appeared in a recent issue of
the Paducah Sun.

It was an indepth piece
exploring the pro's and con's of
this issue.
One article was by a woman
involved in the shooting spree
in Killeen, Texas a few years
back.
She and her parents were
trapped in the building with
the shooter. She reached for
her .38 revolver that she
thought was in her purse.
Unfortunately, she had left it
in her car. Both her parents
were killed and she still wonders if her gun would have been
in her immediate possession if
she could have saved them.
Most of us will never know
what it is like to have our life
threatened, nor will we have to
decide whether or not to take
another man's life.
I don't really believe the
emphasis on the carrying law
should be on killing anyway.
Although the potential for
harm exists, I want the majority of the attention centered on
having the right to protect
yourself and feel secure enough
not to be afraid to leave your
house for fear of someone hurting you.

King
To the editor:
The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. said that injustice
anywhere was a threat to justice everywhere.
He said this about segregation and discrimination: "Let
us never succumb to the temptation of believing that legislation and judicial decrees play
only a minor role in IIQlving
this problem. Morality cannot
be legislated, but behavior can
be regulated. Judicial decrees
may not change the heart, but
they can restrain the heartless." (Quotation from Strength
to Love)
What might Dr. King have
said about our current treatment of the immature members of our species?
Dr . King devoted his life to
opposing the choice to discriminate on the basis of race.
But one week after his birthday we observe the anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision, which freed us to choose
to discriminate fatally on the
basis of "wantedness", physical
maturity, appearance, sex,
health, dependence, sentience,
parentage, or any other criterion, including race, if it is done
before birth.
A:re these criteria any less
arbitrary or subjective than
race?
By what logic shall we choose
criteria for excluding others
from the protection of the
human community?
What does the acceptance of
such criteria for destruction
say about the content of our
character?
Alfred Lemmo
Dearborn, Mich.

The Murray State News
welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
be
signed.
must
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
the University. To submit
a guest commentary call
762-4468. The News
reserves the right to edit
for style and length.
Published letters are
kept on file for inspection
in The News office il't'
Wilson Hall.
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It began with a bounced
check and has evolved into a
yearly extravaganza.
Dale Julian, junior from
West Frankfort, ill., said that
in 1938, a group of men wanted to start a Phi Mu Alpha
chapter on campus, but their
initial check did not clear the
bank.
In order to raise the money.
the men put on a variety show,
and it was such a hit that it has
become an annual event known
as Campus Lights.
The 59th annual Campus
Lights will be held Jan. 25
through
28
in
Lovett
Auditorium at 8 p.m. nightly,
with the Sunday matinee
beginning at 2 p.m. The show
will feature a student production of the Broadway musical
"Guys and Dolls."
Campus Lights was first performed as a variety show with
numerous acts, then progressed to student-written
musicals, and now to a
Broadway show.
Julian, who is directing the
production, explamed the latest switch.
"This is our first year to do a
Broadway show," he said. "We
traditionally perform studentwritten productions, but this
year we felt we needed to do
something to get people out of
the house and away from their
TV sets."
Julian said that twice as

:: :: :

many tickets have been sold
for the upcoming performance
compared to previous years,
and he said he is looking forward lo an even greater number in attendance by showtime.
~e entire show is student
run, from the costume maker
to the microphones, t~ the band
director," Julian said. "We've
got a lot of great costumes and
some really good sets.
"We have about 80 students
participating," he added. "I've
got a great bunch of people to
work with this year. No one's
really complained yet."
After open auditions in
November, the cast members
returned ,Jan. 6 to begin working on the production.
Julian said the cast practiced
all day every day until school
started and since then every
night.
Due to the fire that damaged
Lovett Auditorium in the sum-

Hare Games (top), sophomore
from Radcliff, turns his eyes
skyward while practicing a
scene from the Campus Ughts
production of ..Guys and
Dolls" Saturday in Lovett
Auditorium.
Tiffany
Hancock
(middle
right),
freshman
from
Louisville, receives a coat of
make-up from Jason Bratton,
sophomore from Paducah.
Karen Zamora (middle left),
Junior from versailles, Michelle
Crook, junior from Scott City,
Mo.,. Michelle Clayton, junior
from Clay, and April Fisk,
Sophomore from Benton,.film
a scene with Sam Burrage of
WPSD-TV's ..Burrage's Bag".
Stacey Stalls (bottom), a com·
munlty artist,
practices a
plano piece during Wednesday ·
night's rehearsal.

mer of 1994~ last year's
Campus Lights was held in the
theater at Murray Middle
School.
Julian said the cast is looking
forward to having the show
back on campus.
"We really appreciated the
school letting us use their facility, but it's ~eat to be back in
the newly renovated Lovett,"
he said. "With the new curtains
and sound system, it will be
great."
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma
Alpha Iota sponsor the show,
and use the money raised to
fund music scholarshi)IS.
Julian said they award one
full scholarship every four
years and three smaller ones
every other year.
"We've started an endow·
ment fund so that we'll always
have a scholarship to give
away," he said.

Photos by
Danny Vowell
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Barrett leaves MSU for NY
BY AMY PONDER

ASSISTANT MANACINC EDITOR

Kim Barrett, clinical psychologist, closed
a chapter of her life Wednesday as she
walked away from the MSU Women's
Center, which she began in 1991, to start a
new career at the University of New York,
Potsdam, N.Y.
Barrett will work with a model program
for recruitment and retention of Native
American students.
"I've always been interested in multicultural
affairs, " Barrett said.
"That's where my heart

is."

The professor came to
Murray State seven
years ago as a counselor
and instructor in the
department of counselBARRETT
ing and testing in
Ordway Hall. She initially worked with multicultural awareness.
In 1991, her focus broadened as she
started the Murray State Women's Center.
Through the Women's Center she has
worked with issues ranging from student
health and relationships, to gender issues
and rape.

Barrett has presented papers at national
and international conferences , served on
the University Board of Directors, and
worked with community services such as
the Rape Victim Services.
She holds a master's in clinical psychology from Murray State University and
earned a PhD in higher education from
Southern Illinois University as she continued to work full-time at Murray State.
"I really appreciate the opportunity to be
able to get my degree while I was working
here," Barrett said.
"I think Murray State, in terms of multicultural and gender affairs, is making
some movement. There is potential for
change, and I hope the momentum started
will continue," she added.
Barrett feels positive about her past
work at Murray State and the success she
anticipates at the University of New York.
"I think I've contributed a great deal in
tenns of breaking new ground at Murray
State," Barrett said.

One of the long-term goals she has set
for her new position includes working to
establish a commitment to common values
for both the campus and the area surrounding the university in Potsdam, N.Y.
Barrett is not only excited about working

MSU loses faculty member
STAFF REPORT

MWT&Y State University lost a faculty member over the holi·
daya.
---: ..l education,
•
died
MarilyJl T. Condon, 49, professor :of s~
on January 1,1 after a long battle with an illness. Condon
served in numerous tolee in the special education department
including faculty member in communicatiOn disorders and in
learning and behavior disorders and director of the division of
learning and bebavJQr disorders.
She published and presented many arti(les, specializing in
the areaa of intemationalspecial education and technolQgy for
teaching.
Condon was also a member of the American Spaeth·
Langua,e hearing Association and the CcnmeU for Exceptional
Children.
Services w~re held on January 17 at St. Paul's Catholic
Church in Hudson Falla, N.Y. and a ~moriill service was held
in Murray on Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Dr. Marilyn T.
Condon Scb01at8hip FwJ.d. Murray State Foun4atioq. ~ O.
Box 9, MUI1'8y'KY 42071, or to the Roriald McDobald House,
P.O. box 120425, Nashville, TN 37212.

with the university but also the possibility
of consulting with local schools and the
police.
Although Barrett is eager about her new
position, she will have leave more than the
University in Murray for awhile.
Her husband, Terry Barrett, professor of
psychology, will continue to work at
Murray State University, and fly up every
other weekend to visit.
The Barrett's son will stay with be staying with Terry until Kim gets things lined
out in New York and will then go to stay
with his mother.
Kim says she will be looking into a visiting position at the University for her hus-

band.
Barrett reflected on her previous goals
and said she always had aspirations to be
a clinical psychologist, but rather than
working in higher education, she thought
she would have a private practice after
earning her masters.
She said her experience working in a
university has changed her dream.
Scott Nanney/Staff
Chris Crockett. freshman from Paris, Tenn., helps himself to
the salad bar In W inslow Cafeteria.

"Working in a university, in this area,
you can really have an impact on a large
number of people," Barrett said.

Moving out
SGA president's residence relocated to College Courts
we try to, at some point, phase
that out and have these apartments moved somewhere else
Due to the University's need on campus," Kassing said.
for more office space, housing ..Brian Van Hom lived in those
accommodations for Student apartments. What they decidGovernment
Association ed, was to go ahead and find
President Brum Kassing have somewhere else to go when his
been transferred from the orig- tenn was up."
inal location in Ordway Hall to
When his term was up last
a designated area of College year ana I got elected, they did
Courts.
not have anything worked out
In an issue first discussed yet. So what we did was reserve
during former SGA President a place in College Courts for
Brian Van Hom's tenn, a rec- the SGA President, if that perommendation was made to son decides to live there."
move housing for SGA's execuWith the rooms in Ordway
tive officers to another part of Hall vacant, the University
campus.
plans to allot office space for
"They posed the question that the Inter Fraternity and

Bv ScoTT NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF Wann

Panhellenic Councils and the
English Language Institution.
There weren't any real problems or anything," Kassing
said. "They just wanted to
phase people out that were living there. Plus, they needed
that room for office space. It's
much more feasible to offer
housing over at College Courts
rather than in that apartment
because it's a liability (for the
University) if there's a fire or
anything like that in there."
Student Government coordinator Jeanie Morgan said the
idea for housing SGA officers in
Ordway Hall was conceived by
former Murray State President
Frank Julian in the late 1970's.
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issue of

"It was his feeling that it
would be very good for the
Student Government officers to
be close to his office and working closely with him," she said.
"At that time, the residence
halls were full."
But Morgan said the need for
more office space was what
eventually caused the change.
"As time went on, housing
wasn't as full and it was decided that they needed those
rooms for office space again,"
she said. "It's not a punishment
for something that somebody
has done or anything like that.
I think as time goes on,. you
change with the way your
needs are."
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CHE reports on enrollment, funding
BY

C.O. BRADLEY

STAfF W RITER

According to a report
released last month by the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education (CHE), head count
enrollment at the state's public
and private institutions has
decreased 1.2 percent since
1994. The CHE also released
funding recommendations for
1996/98.
A total of 178,478 students
are enrolled at higher education institutions in Kentucky.
Total enrollment for public
schools is 50,499, 24,756 in
independent schools, and 3,223
were enrolled in CHE licensed
Bible colleges and seminaries.
This is the third year enrollment has dropped at the state's
public institutions. Enrollment
at universities fell 0. 7 percent,
with a sharper drop at the community college level of 4.3 percent. Total public enrollment
fell 1.8 percent.
Dr. Gary Cox, executive
director of the CHE, contributes the decline to a combination of factors.
"High

school

graduation

' ' The increase occurred solely becaue of
the leadership of the school president
President Alexander made recruitment
his number one priority, and he
organized everyone, from the top
''
down, towards this goal.
Phil Bryan
rates are flat to declining," Cox
said...From 1988 to 1992, there
was constant growth in enrollment, mostly among adults.
There was a need there that
has mostly been filled. Also, the
economy has been good, and
people are working instead of
going back to school. The funding for higher education also
has declined."
Murray State's figures are a
little better, as it posted the
highest enrollment gains of any
un~versity in the state.
Fall 1995 ' enrollment here
increased by 90 students over
fall 1994, a percentage increase
of 1.3 percent. Murray State

also had the greatest increase
in frrst-time freshman, 140
more than in fall 1994, an
increase of 12.8 percent. ·
Phil Bryan, director of the
admissions and registrars
office, attributes these increases to the efforts of MSU president, Kern Alexander.
"This increase occurred solely
because of the leadership of the
school president," said Bryan.
"President Alexander made
recruitment his number one
priority, and he organized
everyone, from the top down,
towards this goal. Also, the
increase in Incentive Grant
counties, and the Road

Scholars program
immensely."

helped

The CHE also released its
fun ding recommendations for
the next two school years. The
main goal is to decrease the
student's share of higher education costs.
The student's share of the
cost rose from 21 percent in
1984/85 to 31 percent in
1994/95. Tuition increases are
at 2.0 to 3.6 percent, the smallest increase in recent years.
The CHE looks for other
sources of funding, such as special requests for new debt service and program initiatives.
The increases are projected at
8.4 percent in 1996197, and 9.8
percent in 1997/98.
However, according to the
Southern Regional Education
Board, Kentucky has $10 million less in 1995/96 than was
originally appropriated in
1991/92.

SGA announces events
for upcoming semester
BY )AKE BURGESS
STAIF WliTEI

The Student Government Association met <On Wednesday
and announced upcoming concerts and other activities.
Anyone wanting to work the Tracy Lawrence, Rick Trevion
and David Ball concert on Feb. 11, for security or stage crew
needs to come by the SGA office, and sign the list on the desk
by Feb. 1. Some of the positions will be paid.
·
On Feb. 1, John P. Hopkins will perform in the rocking chair
lounge. Hopkins is a one-man variety act at 11 a.m.
On Feb. 7 and 8, a blood drive will be held in the Cunis
Center. The Monday and Tuesday before the blood drive
starts, a sign up table will be set up for preregistration. This
blood drive will be fromlO a.m. to 6 p.m. The American Red
Cross will bring more staff members to help the drive TUn
smoother.
The Drovers will hold a concert on Feb. 5 in the Curris
-center Dance Lounge starting at noon. The Drovers were
featured in the movie Blink . "Folk, alternative," said Brantley
Gilmer, SGA vice president, on what style of music is going to
be played.
The tickets for Dan Quayle's lecture on Feb. 27, are on sale
now at the SGA office. The price is $4 with a Murray State
identification card and $6 for general admission.
The SGA has two Senator openings for the College of
Humanistic Studies. Applications are due by Feb. 19 and can
be picked up in the SGA office. The interviews will be on Feb.
21.

The SREB also said that
Kentucky ranks low compared
to other states in the region
when it comes to state funding
for higher education.

I

The elections for SGA will be held on Apr. 9 and 10.
Brum Kassing, SGA president, said declining balance will
possibly be taken to Wal-Mart, Papa Johns and one more nonfood business before or after spring break.

Farmers Farmacy

He's coming Tuesday, Feb. 27
to Lovett Auditorium•..

...........

1304-J Chestnut St.
759-2248

t

REPTILE SUPPLIES
*HEAT ROCKS
*VITA
';'CRITTER CAGES
*MICE
*RATS
*CRICKETS
*MEAL WORMS

Dan Quayle
Tickets are available
in the SGA office,
1st floor Curris Center.
Lecture begins at 7:30 p.m.

Go GREE

'Call 782-6951 for details.

GAMERODM

HAPPENINGS

Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturd ay 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m .

Cruise The Internet.
No Waits. No Hassles. No Kidding
&

Full Internet Access

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~

Friday Ni&flts
Rent a Lane for $5
Bowl as long as
you like for 5
bucks!

RED PIN SPECIAL
Bowl a strike with a
colored head pin and

WIN A FREE GAME!
.

•

Tuesday nights
Coed Doubles Handicap
Bowling League
Begins at 9 p.m. $2 per night
Begins jan. 30
Sign-up for all leagues in the gameroom
Participants must have an MSU ID

Access to your
CAMPUS network
Virtually no
busy signals

&

PC access from your
dorm, apartment,
or home

&

Dial into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere in the U.S.

Campus Office Address
Business Building 451B
762-6570
Office Hours
Monday -Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Smvey says ...
Studies show 111en, regulars high tippers
In another study, waiters indicated they
were more generous tippers. Servers eat out
a mean of 6.1 times a month, while nonIt is a waiter'a worst nightmare.
servers eat out a mean of 5.7 times. In the
A customer sits at a table eating a well- United States, the normative tip size is 15
pr epared, delicious meal the waiter has percent of the total bill. Customers tend to
served him.
underestimate what 15 percent is and thereThe customer first decides his steak is too fore pay less, while servers are able to corred; next it it is too cold.
rectly determine 15 percent and leave the
Finally, after finishing his meal, the cus- correct amount when dining out.
tomer turns to the exhausted, irratated but
One simple and quick way for customers to
ever-smiling waiter and says, "You want a figure the gratuity on a meal is to purchase
tip? Here's a tip...never eat yellow snow."
a plastic card with 15 percent and 20 percent
The old saying "the customer is always tip totals. Customers can purchase these
right" still applies for many servers in cards at several area bookstores.
today's restaurant
Studies have shown that men tend to tip
There are approximately 1.3 million wait- larger than women. Customers leave larger
resses and waiters in the United States. The tips when they pay by credit card, if they are
majority of these servers rely on tips from regular patrons to the restaurant, and/or if
customers to accompany their wages.
they receive separate checks from others in
In a statistical survey reported by The their party.
Journal of Applied Social Psychology, cusLarger tips are also given on sunny days, if
tomers indicated several gestures by which the food is good and the service is prompt.
servers receive better tips: when a server
Servers also receive higher tips if they
introduces him or herself by name and write "thank you" on the back of checks,
smiles, when he/she touches a customer on although a study done by two students at
the band or shoulder, when a waitress wears Temple University showed that signing their
flowers in her hair, if he/she is attractive, if names on the checks had no effect on tippers.
the server squats down to speak with a cusRestaurant owners are required by law to
tomer at eye level, and if the server makes report revenues to the IRS. The IRS then
eye contact.
uses the figures to decide whether employees
BY MANDY WOLF

C OLUGE LIFE ED ITOR

GREtn: fOOft contGE J\!1)5.
Gu~ I'll

of the businesses are underreporting gratuity on their taxes.
During the holidays, it is
often a good idea to leave larger
gratuity.
Kiplinger's Personal Finance
Magazine suggests several gift
and tip ideas:
• For a day-care provider, a small
gift such as perfume is adequate.
•Tips for a hair stylist range
from $5 to $50. Men usually tip
smaller amounts, while women
give larger tips because the task
is usually larger.
If a customer's regular stylist is
the owner of the establishment, a gift.
such as a bottle of wine is suitable.
• A suitable tip for the newspaper carrier
should be $5 to $10 during special occasions.
• For someone who regularly parks in a
parking garage or supervised lot, the atten.dant should be tipped $5.
• Tip restaurant servers an extra 5 percent
during the holidays.
Leaving t he standard 15 percent gratuity
or better after a meal will put smiles on
many servers' faces, resulting in friendlier
service without leaving them shor tchanged on payday.

lllftlV - Tt: lL HIffi OUR
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and from weektomer s.
They
day to weekend.
agreed
People don,t reaiize Sunday is the
She said there
how hard it is to be a worst day for tips.
Large tables of college students, are even some
heavy trays of food and delightful days she does
Bobby Sayegh,
waitress.../ work really
dispositions in hopes of a big tip not receive tips
sophomore from
hard for the tips I
are all part of the job for local wait- at all.
New York City,
receive.
ers and waitresses.
Another local
N.Y., is a waiter
Working hard for a small salary waiter is Brian
"
at Pagliai's.
is part of the game at many restau- Beerbower,
He said his best
rants in Murray, so waiters and senior
from
Erin Mann tippers are his
waitresses have learned to rely on Toledo,
Ohio,
friends and his
customers' tipping as extra money. who works at
worst are the
Servers h ave many complaints Pizza Hut.
church
cr owd .
about the amount of money in the Beerbower said it is the customers' Sayegh said he averages between
tips they receive, if any.
responsibility to leave a tip.
$25-$60 a night depending on his
Erin Mann, a recent graduate
"I try r eally hard to make sure assigned section to work.
from the University, is a waitress they have a nice meal," Beerbower
Amanda Strickland, junior from
at Sporty's Grill. She enjoys her said. "That's my job. It is the cus- Paducah, is also a waitress at
job but does not think the general tomer's responsibility to compen- Pagliai's. She believes $1 per perpublic realizes how much work she sate me for my duties."
son per table is a great tip. She
actually does.
Beerbower said he usually said she works hard and deserves
"People don't realize how hard it makes $7 an hour in tips and the a decent tip.
is to be a waitress," Mann said. "It usual amount of the tip is $2 per
"I really try to do the best that I
is a lot of running around. I work table. His best tippers are middle- can," Strickland said.
really hard for the tips I receive."
aged couples and families, while
Janise Greer, sophomore from
Mann said her best tippers tend his worst tippers are the after Murray, is also a waitress at
to be the regular customers, which church Sunday crowd. He said he Pagliai's.
include University faculty and once even chased down a customer
''We do a lot of hard work and get
non-tr aditional students. She said to specifically ask why there was little money for it," Greer said. "I
her worst tippers are the high no tip left for him.
think $.50 to $1 per person per
school students.
Waiters and waitresses at the t'able is a good tip. It really just
Mann said she makes an average local Italian restaurant, Pagliai's, depends on what they ordered."
of $35 per day in tips. She said the also had complaints about the tips
Greer said her best tippers are
amount can vary from day to night from the Sunday church cus- tourists and her absolute worst are
BY kATIE THOMAS

"

the
high school students. She
said she averages $25 to $30 a
night and around $1 per table.
Pagliai's
night
manager
Tammy Lax said she thinks people
do not leave higher tips because
the food is so cheap.
"That's not right," Lax said.
"We work hard for our tips and
we don't deserve to be under tipped because of the price of
the food."
The Pagliai's employees
said tips have ranged from a
penny in each comer of the
table to a dime, mistaken
for dropped change from a
"generous" customer.
Servers suggest customers leave $1 per person or 15 percent of the
total meal cost.

Customer service, friendliness, quality of
food determine customers' gratuity
0

BY SLONE H UTCHISO N
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Do you leave a better tip when you are in a
good mood, or a smaller tip when the server
was not everything you thought he/she
should be? If so, then you are not alone.
Most students say the size of the tip they
leave is dependent on many things.
Kim Abernathy, sophomore from Jackson,
Mo., said she bases her tip on the kind of service she receives.
"When I have bad service-like the server
didn't come back to refill our drinks, or the
food was really bad-I don't leave a very good
tip. If the service was really horrible then I
don't leave anything at all," Abernathy said.
"I used tO be a waitress, so now when I go
out to eat I usually leave 10 to 15 percent of
the bill," said Karl Duncan, freshman from
Morganfield. "Sometimes groups of six or
seven people come in, and I don't think people realize how hard it is to wait on a table
that size; when you do the best you can, it
really makes you mad when they don't leave
a tip."
Steve Tilker, senior from Metropolis, ill.,
said he always leaves a standard tip of $1.
"One time I flipped a five , but that was during the prom, and I was just having a great

time, and the service was exceptional," he
said. "I usually tip delivery people about a
dollar, but I've had a couple of them who real~
ly gave me some attitude so I didn't give
them a tip. The only time I absolutely refuse
to leave a tip is if they really aren't doing
what they should."
Tilker said gratuity should be the server's
compensation for the extra work they do.
"Someone's tip should be t heir bonus that
goes on top of their salary," Tilker said. " I
think too many times the management deter mines the amount of someone's base pay by
the tips they expect them to receive, and I
think that really shouldn't have anything to
do with it."
Lee Blair, sophomore from Paducah, said
he always leaves a tip because he used to
work in a restaurant and he knows how
important it is.
"I think how a person greets their customers is very important, as far as what kind
of tip they receive," Blair said. "I always try
to leave something because even if the food
isn't good, or it takes a long time for it to get
there, it isn't always their fault, but their
attitude is really important."
"I always try to tip everywhere unless I'm
at McDonald's or something," Blair said. "If
all the server does is bring you another
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DIFFICULTY ARE IN l1it

Servers say worst tips come on Sunday
STAFF WRITER

cnu m otD

Mountain Dew or something then
you shouldn't go aU-out, but I try to
leave 50 cents, or something,
because those tips are their livelihood."
It may be difficult at times for a
patron of a restaurant to know when
to tip a server. While some restaurants
display signs encouraging customers to
tip, many do not.
A spokesperson for Sirloin Stockade, a
steakhouse located on 12th Street, said
management does not feel a sign is necessary to ask customers to tip and they rely on
the philosophy that if a customer receives
satisfactory service he or she will leave a tip
based on that service.
A spokesperson for Sonic, a chain restaurant in which servers deliver fast food to a
customer's automobile, said even though
they do not display a sign encouraging gratuity, many people do give their servers a tip.
"When I used to be a waitress sometimes I wished there had been a sign up
to encourage people to tip," Duncan
said. "I guess a sign might not do that
much good. If people weren't going to
leave a tip anyway, a sign probably
wouldn't make them change their
minds."
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Dunker gets well-deserved overhaul
Bv REBECCA Doun
STAFf WRITER

Dunker, Murray State's beloved mascot.
for athletic events as well as special
appearances on and off campus, is getting
a facelift.
Mike Young, cheerleader sponsor, said
the current Dunker costume has been sent
to San Antonio, Texas, for refurbishing.
Young said the current Dunker costume
has been used for three years, longer than
the two-year average life span of its predecessors.
"Typically we can get two years out of (a
costume)," Young said. "This is three years
old. But this Dunker is a lot more active
than some we've had."
Young said the costume is expensive to
repair or replace, in part because it is custom-made for the University. The refurbishing of the old costume, and the making
of a new costume, are being paid for by the
Student Affairs Office.
Young said a new costume is being made
for a second Dunker who will be at the
women's basketball games. The second costume will be almost identical to the current
costume.
Young said both costumes should arrive
in time for the next home game or soon
thereafter. A person has already been
selected for the second Dunker costume.
Young said the changes being made are
primarily for the wearer of the costume
and will not be easily noticed by the audience.
''It's nothing that the people in the audience would know; but the person in (the
costume) would notice," Young said. "The
costume will be a little more mobile, and

Studen·t s travel abroad

they'll try to beef up the chest a little. It's not a big difference outwardly."
Dunker said he is excited about
the prospect of having a companion
for the basketball games.
"A lot of times there aren't any
other mascots out there to play
with," Dunker said. "It would be
great to have someone else to be
crazy with."
"I've been Dunker for two years
now," Dunker said. "Basketball is
one of the hottest games to do in
that costume. Doing both girls' and
guys' games would be kind of
strenuous."
Dunker has attended men's and
women's basketball games, football
games, volleyball games, birthday
parties, grand openings, and children's Christmas parties on campus as well as appearing in commercials and making other special
appearances.
Dunker is a member of the cheerleading team and is not paid.
Dunker's appearances at special
events are coordinated through
Young.
P.). Harrelson/ Graduate Assistant
Young said the current Dunker Dunker, the University's mascot, Is getting an
was selected two years ago.
overhaul on his costume after three years of use.
"During football season, several
people were interested in Dunker,"
Young said. "I had them (try out as as each costume was replaced. Dunker said
Dunker) during the football games, and he is happy about the new suit.
"There are a lot of schools that get a new
another individual and I selected a Dunker
costume every year, but they are much bigfrom those people."
Although Dunker's costume has ger schools," Dunker said. "I have to get
remained mostly the same over the years, the feel for a new costume, but it will be
some minor adjustments have been made great, especially with the improvements."

General Education
.
·Requirements

THE TROPICS TANNING

BY SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COWCE lJFf EDITOII

Imagi,l:le spending your weekends touring Prague or ~ri
encing Octoberfe&t in Munich. A group of 12 University students did just that last semester.
They were a part of an exchange program offered by Murray
State and the University of Regensburg in Germany.
Tommy Stambaugh, associate professor of accounting, traveled with the gr:oup.
'The cultural experience was outstanding. This is such a
great opportunity for students to experience something other
than their own culture,• Stambaugh said.
Janet Brewer, library instructor, served as program director
for last fall's Regensburg trip.
*The 12 Murray State students who went on the trip took
Murray State courses taught by MSU faculty," Brewer said.
"The students were ~ven three day weekends and they traveled throughout Europe,'' Brewer said.
Ryan Kuhn, junior from Steeleville, Dl., said the trip was a
v~ enjoyable experience for him.
' "This gave me a great chance to travel," Kuhn said. "We had
long weekends and during those I went to Italy and the CzeCh
Republic. Traveling was the best part of the whole thing."
Kuhn also said the city of Regensburg was very interesting.
"The apartment that I lived in was about 700 years old,"
Kuhn said. ~e whole town is very medieval.•
Amy Waterfield, senior from Newburgh, Ind., said she also
enjoyed the traveling and the public transportation available
on her trips.
"1 went to Barcelona, Spain, and Paris," Waterfield said. ':1
went to ,Berlin and I found it to be as different as night and
day. There was such a difference in the East and the West; it
was really unbelievable.''
Waterfield said it is necessary to keep an open mind in order
to enjoy a trip abroad.
"You really have to be ready to expect anything," Waterfield
said. "To have fun you have tO be able to appreciate another
culture. Goil)g on a trip like this really makes you appreciate
things you have here at home. You l~arn more about yourself
and your own culture while you are learning about another
one."
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WELCOME BACK MSU STUDENTS

What do you
think?

WITH A

SPECIAL

"TANNING PACKAGE"

someone
(filled with Greek
theme stuffed
animals, boxershorts,
picture frames, mugs,
candles, etc.)

s 'SESSIONS FOR $12

Come let the General Education
Committee near yolir"input!
Jan. 29
6-8 p.m.
Freed Curd Auditorium

(EXPIRES 2/10/96)

WE HAVE (12) 1995 32 BULB SUPER BEDS & (1) 40 BULB STANO UP
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. WE HAVE 10 MIN., 20 MIN., & 30 MIN.
BEDS FOR YOU TO CHOOSE ~FROM . WE GUARANTEE YOU THE
HOTIEST BEDS AND THE FASTEST TAN IN MURRAY. WE ARE
LOCATED LESS THAN TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, JUST DOWN
FROM SUPER AMERICA ON COLDWATER RD.

starting at $10

~~ADMOR£

CALL 753-8477 FOR A GREAT TAN.

BOOK-~-CARD ·•·

Che•tnat RW. • Msll'ra,.

sponsored
by: <1111111111~

IMSUI
~ CallC'

Gene & Jo's
6

'or slludeDts,
t'aaulty, and start'

foryour
(")
Valentine Flowers

(.1

Monday - Friday ~
8 a .m. - 5 p.m. 'J
Saturday 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
705 S. 4th St. 753-4320

~ountaiq_

'Yallej.
~tei
a.-18?1

HIAL!RLIRE
768-8809
. Monday • Priday 8 a.m. • noon and 1 p.m. • 4:80 p.m.

Health Information
Referrals
Health Service Program
~estions answered
Available on campus
733-0819

Pro:tessional Nurses.

by

ItO
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Colleagues, students remember 'mentor' Condon
help students and when to let them figure out individual needs of the students," Ferguson said.
their own problems."
"We had such confidence in her knowledge that
prom tfie milist of tfu noise
"Questioning and modeling were her best when she spoke we were all ears."
ana da~ess a fuznd reacnes out
Giovengo said the special education faculty
She was a teacher, mentor, traveler and teaching techniques," Ferguson said. "She didn't
to save, to ouid"e, to teacn,
tell her students how to teach-she taught us strives to keep students on the forefront of techfriend.
to nurture, to fove
tfie Iiana is wise, ~
Marilyn Condon, professor of the department how to teach through her teaching. She exempli- nology in the field, and Condon was proficient in
empfiatlietic
computers and helped the students master the
of special education and director of the program fied what teaching is all about."
tfu lianif ~s eacn so tfeepfy_
"Dr. Condon was able to foster growth in other technology.
of learning and behavior disorders, was well
'You, nowevet; fiardfy ~ow tlie
Even after her diagnosis in the summer of
people while not expecting any type of recognirespected among her colnandat aU
tion,"
Stormont-Spurgin
said.
1995,
Condon
did
not
neglect
those
who
needed
leagues and students in the
6ut
tne
needfor it is profound.
Pam Giovengo, graduatE student, established her.
department and across other
(]Jtri{ strii.Js as tne nin.d"is no
"I was working on different projects, and when
disciplines.
a relationship with Condon as a student worker
fonoer present.
.
' ,.
·• .
'I
in
the
fall
of
1991.
In
Giovengo's
almost
four
I'd
get stumped, I would just e-mail her,"
Condon passed away Jan. 11
([)a~ess, saifness, andnoise is
~
~}if
,,
years with the department, she said all her expe· Giovengo said. "She always answered and pointat Murrey-Calloway County
aUconsuming
riences with Condon were positive.
ed me in the right direction. Even then she was
Hospital after a battle with
lf'rom tne milist oj tfie da~s
tnere is new light
cancer. She was 49 years old.
"She was a dedicated instructor and had a willing to reach out."
JJoain a nand reaclies out witli
wonderful rapport with the students," Giovengo
Blodgett shared some other aspects of
·she was an excellent
tfie fast Cesson to teacfr.
Condon's personality.
said.
teacher," said Betty Blodgett,
CONDON
It
is
time
to 6ecome tne tnine
chairman of the special educa"She always had time for her students,"
''She loved to travel," Blodgett said. Condon
you
foved
so much
tion department. "We were all saddened, and Ferguson said. "If she was in her office, you were visited China, Australia, Belize' in Central
It
is
time
to
save,
to ouitfe, to
welcome. You could walk in with your world America, and taught courses in Great Britain.
we11 miss her."
teacfi, to nurture, to fow.
Robin Ferguson, graduate student from turned upside-down and leave knowing every"She also loved the outdoors," Blodgett said.
thing would be all right."
Eddyville, was deeply affected by Condon's life.
"She liked to sail and fist."
Bobby Malone, professor of education adminis"She's one of those people who lives forever
In her professional career, Condon was widely
with you," Ferguson said. "From the time I start- tration, said Condon was very skilled and knowl- published in the areas of special education and
ed (as a student in the department) she spent edgeable in her areas of interest.
technology.
time talking to me about anything."
"I think she was detennined to teach her stuShe served on several University and depart"She was a mentor for me. I can tell you she dents the material that was pertinent to the mental committees while advising 65 graduate gram for the University chapter of the Student
·
was very clear and to the point-very wise," course," Malone said. "Her teaching was unmis- students. She was also a member of numerous Council for Exceptional Children.
Services
for
Condon
were
held
in
Hudson
Melissa Stormont-Spurgin, assistant professor of takably received by the students."
academic associations such as the Council for
special education, said.
"She instilled a sort of respect that comes from Exceptional Children and served as president of Falls, N.Y. near her hometown of Glen Falls,
N.Y.
"As a teacher she made the students active the students realizing that you really know what the Kentucky Teacher Education Division, CEC.
Friends have established the Marilyn T.
learners. They had to take ownership of their you're doing," Giovengo said. "She was wonderCondon was also the first to receive the award
Condon
Scholarship Fund in her honor.
own education," Stormont-Spurgin said. "She ful in her field."
for Outstanding Service and Dedication to the
"She
was
my hero," Ferguson said.
achieved a balance between knowing when to
"Even with 20 people in the class, she saw the students of the Learning Behavior Disorder proBY JENNIFER POTTER
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upon its return to ...

Lovett Jlutfitorium

Campus Lights

Join the
~
J

p r oudl y pr ese n ts ...
FRANK LOESSER 'S

!II.

II

fDUYS AND ()QLLS

II
II

T oni g ht is Organ iz ati on and Gree k Nigh t

Jan. 25, 26 , & 27 at 8 p . m .
& Jan . 28 at 2 p.m.
f or r es ervations , call 762 - 6338
"Guys and Dolts fs p resented through special arrangement with and all
authorized performance materials are supplied by .lfusfc Thea tre International,
8 48 Bth Avenue, New York, NY 10018."

today for only

$20 /Month m: $100/Semester
University Branch
1510 Chestnut St.
753-4295 or 753-0228

Hours
Mon day- Friday 6 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Saturday 2 p .m . - 8 p.lt).
Sunday 5p.m.- 10 p.m.

12th St. Branch
209 N. 12th St.
759-9622 or 759-9699

Hours
Monday - Thursday
5:30a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 5 p.m.

IAdvertise inThe 'Murray State News
LONG DISTANCE MANAGEMENT
RESERVE

OFFICIIS '

TIAIIIIG

CO IPS

MSU Faculty, Staff, & Students Special Rate

Murray State's least expensive. calling card plan
*NO SERVICE FEE
*NO SIGN-UP FEE
*SAMPLE CALL

GET MOm FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.

10 min. call to California 10 x 11.5¢

=$1.15

Your Uncle Sam Every year Aimy
fees. They even pay a flat rate for textROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
books and supphes. You can also rece1ve
of talented students. If you qualify,
an allowance of up to $1500 each
these merit·based scholarships can ~lllill:::l school year the scholarship is m
help you pay tu1t1on and educational
effect Fmd out today If you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call

...

#

~62-4123

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-599- 1000 OR
THOMAS SHWAB AT 753-2313
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Racers work through road
trip, injuries to lead OVC
while playing an average of
just over 36 minutes a game.
But what is even more noteWith 11 games remaining on worthy about Brown's perfortheir schedule, the Murray mance is his adjustment to
State men's basketball squad is playing a new position.
right where everyone thought
"It's been hard because
they would be - sitting atop the Marcus has played his entire
Ohio Valley Conference.
senior year at a spot that is not
To the casual observer, it his natural position," Gottfried
might look as though the said. "We've played a lot of difRacers' 10-5 record and 4-1 ferent people and have had a
mark in the conference have lot of guys help us so far, but
been easily attained. But a clos- the big story has been Marcus
er look suggests this team has and Vincent."
earned its victories.
Another adversity the Racers
Despite a season-long injury faced was a tough early-season
to point guard Kenneth Taylor schedule that included road
and questions about the eligi- games against the likes of
bility of senior center Quennon Louisville, Purdue and most
Echols, Racer head coach Mark recently St. Louis.
Gottfried is pleased with the
Even though the Racers
way his team has responded.
dropped all three of those con"I think we've done really tests, Gottfried feels that playwell considering that we've ing those games was essential
played without our starting to his team's chances of making
point guard all season, or with- the NCAA Tournament.
out Quennon Echols a long
'I think if you're concentrattime before he became eligible," ing on being an NCAA
Gottfried said.
Tournament team, you've got
While many Racers have to play those types of teams,"
stepped up their play during he said. "Whenever you play
the absence of Taylor and good teams, it always helps
Echols, senior guard Marcus you, it never hurts you. It's cerBrown and junior forward tainly better if you win them,
Vincent Rainey have been the but it helps knowing that you
keys to the the team's success. can compete against those
To no one's surprise, Brown, teams and are good enough to
last season's OVC Player of the beat them."
Year, has been the Racers' goDespite being on top of the
to guy by averaging a team- league standings, Gottfried
high 25.4 points per game said games this weekend at
BY ScOTT N ANNEY

SEN IOR STAFF WRITER

Shirley Martin/Guesl
Q uennon Echols, a 6'11" senior center from Panama City, Fla.,
posts up a St. Louis player during the Murray State men's basketball team's 74-68 loss to the Billikens Monday In St. Louis.
Echols gathered four points and three rebounds against SLU.

"

W henever you play
good teams, it . .
helps knowing that
you. . . are good
enough to beat
them.
"
Mark Gottfried

Austin Peay State and Middle
Tennessee State will go a long
way in determining the season's eventual outcome.
'
"This is a big weekend for
us," he said. "We've played
three road games out of five
and it's good to be on top when
you've played that many road
games. But this coming weekend will determine a great deal
because we're in first and
Austin Peay and Middle are in
second and third."
This could separate us a little
bit if we're fortunate enough to
win or it could even things out."
Gottfried said the Racers'
goal for the rest of the season is
to become more well-rounded.
"We're going to continue to
get better," he said. "We're
becoming a better-balanced
team. We're good in the open
court, but we're also getting
better in our half-court game.
Hopefully we can be a balanced
team that is hard to beat in all
facets of the game."

Streak
puts
MSU

•ID

chase
BY BRIAN SMITH

\

Around 5 p.m. Sunday, a
majority of Americans wilJ
once again gather around
their television sets to witness one of the greatest spectacles in the sports world,
the Super Bowl.
This yearly extravaganza
that marks
the end of SPORTS
t
h
e
National TALK
Football
League ScoTT
season will N ANNEY
celebrate '--- - - - - - - 1
its 30th anniversary when
the Dallas Cowboys meet the
Pittsburgh
Steelers
in
Tempe, Ariz.
While the game intends to
bring together the two best
teams in professional football for the ultimate showdown, it usually winds up
having about as much suspense as a Mike Tyson fight.
This statement brings to .
mind a question: If the game
is always so bad, then why
do we as Americans get
excited about an event that
never really lives up to its
hype and expectations?
For example, last year's
contest between the San
Francisco 49ers and the San
Diego Chargers was over
well before the halftime
show. The "real" Super Bowl
was played one week earlier
when the Niners defeated
Dallas for the National
Football Conference title.
Therefore, this question
provides a very simple
answer. Americans are notorious for finding any excuse
to throw a party. What started out 30 years ago as a plain
and simple championship
game has become a holiday
of sorts for many.
While party-goers will
have no problem finding a
party to attend this Sunday,
die-hard football fans such
as myself will most likely
have to wait another year for
a "super" game.
However, there might be
some hope for at least a competitive matchup.
With a revamped passing
attack and the possible
return of All-Pro cornerback
Rod Woodson, the Steelers
could present severaJ problems to a Dallas defense that
could be without defensive
end Charles Haley, who is
after a fifth Super Bowl ring.
Another possible problem
the Cowboy defense could be
faced with is the emergence
of exciting rookie Kordell
Stewart, who utilized his
various talents as a wide
receiver and quarterback on
several occasions throughout
the regular season.
But
even
though
Pittsburgh brings a new
attack into this Super Bowl,
it most likely will not be
enough against a focused
Dallas squad who seems to
be determined to win for
much-criticized head coach
Barry Switzer.
Despite the fact the
Cowboys have more pressure
on them than ever before,
look for their star-studded
trio of quarterback Troy
Aikman, running back
Emmitt Smith and wide
receiver Michael Irvin to
again shine in the spotlight.
So when the dust clears on
Sunday and everything is
said and done, expect Dallas
to walk away with its third
Vince Lombardi Trophy in
four years in yet another .
"Super Rout."
Cowboys 35, Steelers 17.
1

ASSISTANT SPoRTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's basketball team posted their second
straight Ohio Valley Conference
victory Saturday with an 80-71 win
over Tennessee-Martin.
The Lady Racers were led by
OVC Player of the Week Stephaine
Minor and OVC Newcomer of the
Week Anjeanette Gilbert.
Minor, a 5'11" junior forward
from Madisonville, scored a careerhigh 30 points and grabbed six
rebounds to lead the Lady Racers.
Gilbert, a 6'0" junior forward
from Belleglaze, Fla., poured in 14
points and pulled down four
rebounds in the victory.
MSU has not won back-to-hack
conference games since 1991, when
they won three in a row. Head
coach Eddie Fields feels very good
about his team.
"Our team did not play very well
in our first three conference games,
but after the win over Morehead,
we seemed to have some momentum coming into the UT-Martin
game," Fields said. "I've told our
players that it is going to take forty
minutes to win a ball game, and I
think it is finally sinking in and
they are playing harder."'
The Lady Racers shot 63 percent
from the field for the game and 59
percent from the free throw line.
Minor, who made 13 out of 14 shots
from the field and 4 of 6 from the
line, was relieved about the victory.
"It is about time for this to happen to us because we have been
working so hard all season and it's
finally paying off," Minor said. "I
think that we are growing closer as
a team and finally having fun."
Up next for the Lady Racers is a
trip to Clarksville, Tenn. on
Saturday to play Austin Peay
State, who has also won two confe:r:-ence games in a row.

Dallas
to win
another
'Rout'

Andy Lee/Staff
Murray State rifle team captain Amanda Stone, a Junior from Wyoming, Mich., aim s for success In preparation fo r the Roger
Withrow Invitational today through Sunday at the Pat Spurgin Rlfte Range.

Rifle teant, TTU split
OVC Chantpionships
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOil

Team captain Amanda Stone captured
Most Valuable Performer honors in leading the Murray State rifle team to an
Ohio Valley Conference Championship
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.
In their first competition since returning from Christmas vacation, the Racers
held form as they took the smallbore
team title with a score of 4586 points.
Head coach Elvis Green was proud of how
his squad took the initiative to keep their
edge over the holidays.
"Most of the team practiced over the
break, and they had a lot of time to prepare for that meet," Green said. "Our

smallbore scores were in the ballpark of
what we were shooting last semester."
Stone, a junior from Wyoming, Mich. ,
shot a 384 with 19 hull's eyes to win the
individual air rifl e competition and subsequent MVP award. lryt Chance, a
sophomore from Louisville, Colo .. joined
Stone on the All-OVC Air Rifle Team by
firing a 382 air rifle score, good enough
for third individually.
Stone and Chance were joined by freshman Ken Hicks, a native of Morrison,
Colo., on the All-OVC Smallbore Team.
Chance, Hicks and Stone placed third,
fourth and fifth with 1158, 1150 and 1143
points, respectively.
Tennessee Tech claimed the team air
rifle trophy with a tally of 1521, seven
~

points ahead ofMSU. The Golden Eagles'
Darrin Campbell won the individual
smallbore event with an 1174.
The Racers also received strong performances from its supporting cast as Matt
Hayden and Meegan Vasek each shot
personal bests with the smallbore rifle.
Vasek, a sophomore from Apalachian,
N.Y., feels that the extra practice not only
helped MSU at the conference meet but
will benefit the team in the stretch run
toward the NCAA Championships in
March in Colorado Springs, Colo.
"We all came back and pulled together
really well," said Vasek, who scored a
career-best 1115 at TTU. "If we practice
enough, we'll have a good chance to make
it to the NCAAs, and that is our goal."
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Men 's Basketball

Track & Field

Murray State (68)
Anderson 2-6 0.0 4, Walker 1·2 0·
o 2, Davis o-o o-o o, Brown 6·22 6-7
20, Raney 9-19 3-5 23, Dawson 1-6
2·2 5, StOIY ().() ().() 0, Owens 3-5 2·3
10, Bany o-o o-o o, Echds 2-3 o-o 4.
Totals24-6313·1768.
St. Louis (74)
Cobbin 2-5 o-2 6, Hams 4--6 8·10
16, Johnson 4·13 5·7 13, McCauley
1-6 3-4 6, Fraz»r 2·7 5--6 1o, Walkar
3-4 4·4 12, Caswell2-4 o-2 4,
Luechtefeld 2-6 2·2 7. Totals 20-51
27-3774

EIU INVITATIONAL
Men 's Resul ts:

Halftime-SLU 45, MSU 28. ThiM·
pomt goals- MSU 7·15 (Rainey 2·2,
Owens 2·2, Brown 2·5, Oawson 1·5,
Anderson 0·1)1 Sll! 7·15 (Walker 2·
3, Cobbin 2-4, UJ&Cntefeld 1-1 ,
Frazjer 1-3, McQwle~-4), Fouled
Out· MSU (Anderson , SUJ (Harris).
Rebounds- MSU 41 ( ·nay 10),
SLU 39 (Harris 7). Assists- MSlJ 9
(Brown 3), SLU 16 (Walker7\. Total
f:ouls- MSU 29, SLU 18. TechnicalsNooe. A-16,212.

Wo men 's Basketball
Murray State (80)
Hunt 4-8 0.0 8, Minor 13-14 4-8 30,
Gilbert 5·7 4-6 14, Jotvlson 2-8 o-1 4,
Fields 9·13 1·2 19, HiQ9.ins 1-2 0.0 2,
Pieroeall o-o o-o 0, Smith 1-2 o-o 2,
Paige 0·2 0.0 o, Colins o-o 1·2 1.
Totals 35-56 10·17 eo.
Tennessee-Martin (71)
Smith 3·7 3-4 9, Hicks 1--6 8·14 11,
Smoltlers &-103-416, Thomk>n 1·7 0.0
3, Aice3-50.0 7, Cordova6-14 1-1 13,
Kohlleim 3-6 o-o 9, Kobel H 1-2 3.
Totals 24-56 16·25 71.
Halftime· MSU 35, UTM 33. Three·
point goals- MSU 0-3 (Hunt o-1,
Higgins 0·1, Smill o-1), UTM 7-18
(Kotdheim 3--6, Hicks 1-1. Smothers 1-3,
Rioe 1-3, ThomiDn 1-5). Fouled OutNone. Rebounds· MSU 33 (Minor6),
UTM 24 (Smith, Hicks 4). Assists- MSU
23 (Smith 5) UTM 16 (Smothers,
ThOm!DnS).Total Fools· MSU 18, UTM
15. Tochnicals- None. A-1,824.

T801"188888 Strde
Eas•m llinois

Murray State
Women 's Results:
Eastern llknois

I

lntramurals
ALL-SPORTS STANDIN GS
I FC:

E6
52

1 . ~Tau0mege

74

Tennessee State

E6

Murray State
Austin P&ay State

«>

3. Sigma Chi
4. Sigma Pi
5. Pi Kappa Alpha
Signa Phi Epsilon
7. Alpha Gamma Rho
8. Alpha Signa Phi
9. Sigma Tau Gamma

54.5
54..5
53.5
«>.0
'$7.0
'$7.0
220
2>.5
0

Pa n h ellenic:
1. Alpha Omicron Pi
2. Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Sigma Alpha
4. Signa Sigma Sigma
5. Alpha Delta Pi

43.0
41.0
41.0
40.0
35.0

Lambda Chi Alpha

~

a1
7

Football
Although the Racers ended the
1995 football season w~h a
disappointing 35-34 playoff loss to
Northern Iowa, Murray State did
finish the year at the #9 spot in the
Division I·AA poll with an 11 -1
record. Head coach Houston Nutt
and senior running back Derrick
Cullers also earned national honors.

INDOOR SOCCER
Men :
1. GAlS
2 . United Nations
3. PSV Mediocre
4. Larrbda Chi Alpha
5. Boca Jrs.
6. Pi Kappa Alpha
7. Mad Dogs
8. AT0+1
Matadors
Women :
1. Orange Crush
2 . Strikers
BB's Gang
4 . Alpha Omicron Pi

3-0
2·0
1·0·1
2·1
1-1
1·2
0·2·1
0·2
0·2
1-()

0-0
0·0
0·1

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY
Rifle- Roger Withrow Invitational at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Track- Southeast Missouri State Dual Meet in Cape Girardeau

SATURDAY

Eddie Robinson Coach
of the Year Winners :

Women's Basketball· MSU vs. Austin Peay State at 5:45 p.m. in
Clarksville, Tenn.
Men's Basketball- MSU vs. Austin Peay State at 7:30 p.m. in
Clarksville, Tenn.
Rffle- Roger Withrow Invitational at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range

1995- Hou ston Nutt, Murray St.
1994- Jim Tressel, Youngstown St.
1993· Dan Allen, Boston University
1992· Charlie Taffee, The Citadel
1991 - Chris Ault, Nevada
1990- Gene McDowell, C. Florida
1989· Erik Russell, Ga. Southam
1988· Bill Russo, lafayette
1987- Mark Duffner, Holy Cross

SUNDAY

Sports
Notebook
Anjeanette Gilbert and Jack Owens have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Gilbert, a 6'0" junior forward from Belleglaze, Fla., earned
Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the Week honors
for her efforts in leading the Murray State women's basketball team to conference victories over Morehead State and
Tennessee-Martin. The junior college transfer from Westark
Community College tallied 26 points and 16 rebounds as
the Lady Racers beat the Lady Eagles 71-65 Jan. I 5 at Racer
Arena and the Lady Skyhawks 80-71 Saturday in Martin.
Gilbert hit I 0 of her 16 shots from the floor during the twogame stretch.
Owens, a 6'0" freshman guard from Indianapolis, has given
the MSU men's basketball team a boost as the backup point
guard to OVC Most Valuable Player Marcus Brown during
Kennth Taylor's recent injury problems. Named the conference Newcomer of the Week after making his collegiate
debut. Owens scored I0 points and grabbed four boards in
the Racers' 74-68 road loss to St. louis Monday.

Rifle- Roger Withrow Invitational at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range

MONDAY

After finishing nint h in the final Sports Network Division

Women's Basketball · MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State at 6:15p.m.
in Murfreesboro
Men's Basketball· MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State at 8:15p.m. in
Murfreesboro

Walter Payton Award:

THURSDAY

1.) Dave Dickenson, quarterback,
Montana
2.) Kerry Joseph, quarterback,
McNeese State
3.) Derrick Cullors, running
back, Murray State

Women 'a Bu ketball- Southeast Missouri State vs. MSU at 5:45
p.m. in Racer Arena
Men's Basketball· Southeast Missouri State vs. MSU at 7:45p.m. in
Racer Arena

1-AA Football Poll, head coach Houston Nutt and the MSU
football team continued to reap the rewards of an I 1-1 season, including the Racers' first OVC title since 1986.
Nutt became the ninth recipient of the Eddie Robinson 1M Coach of the Year Award, while tailback Derrick
Cullors and cornerback William Hampton both earned 1AA All-American selections.

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Ecit1r

r------------------------~-,

Eyecare

# 7 Dixieland Center on C hestnut St.
J11st I B /o(:kfrom MSU Dorms/!!
Monday - ~atur d ay 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113

@Dr. Kevin M. Adams
Offers these New Year savings:

Durasoft Lite eye colored contacts - $79
Durasoft Opaque colored contacts- $119
Prescription or non-prescription sunglasses 20% off

szoo Off

SJOO Off
lay Compact Disc' Any Cassella Tapat
£!!!12!!•

Your AYP.11L""INE.

~ ~,.._

§[p)®<eoal~~oce?~

Southside Shopping Center
753-1682

Just in time for Spring Break
*Exam fee not included
No other discounts apply

Expires 2/9/96

Car Stereo -Custom Installation

B est D e a l in T own!

"Where caring is our Specialty"

Coupon good towards purchase of regular priced merchandise only, not
valid in combination with any other specials, discounts or offers

300 m inutes fo r $15

308 S. 12th St. (across from Dumpllns) 759·2500
Coupon Expires 2-29·96

Monday- Friday 7:30a.m.- 5 p .m.
Satu rday 7:30a.m. -2 :30p.m.

L--------------------------~

The
Bridal Registry
.

o.

at

g-~ .,&S'oJuze
~~

kitchen & home

Tracy Lawrence
David Ball
Rick Trevino
Concert Tickets on sale in the SGA Office ,
All Seats Reserved $20 $18 $1 5

Feb. I I at 7:30 p.m.
In Racer Arena

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Come on in and see us!

KARA BETH BOYER

Long John Silvers
---------Popcorn Shrimp &: Fries only
$1.75.....•• Normally $1.99
Popcorn Fish &: Fries only
$1.75 ....... Normally $1.99
I

I

I

I
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Track teams burn holiday
·f at en route to 3rd at EIU
Christmas break and a month
off, we were out of shape and
still ran pretty well," said head
Jason
McKinney
and coach Bob Doty. "It was a good
Ch a rmaine Thomas kept up meet for us."
their winning ways, but the
McKinney and Thomas both
efforts ' of their Murray State captured the spotlight in the
track and field teammates distance events. McKinney, a
made a big statement Friday in sophomore from Georgetown,
Charleston, lll.
m.. won the men's mile in a
The Racers placed third in time of 4 minutes and 17.57
both the men's and women's seconds and the 3,000-meter
competitions at the Eastern run in 8:55.23, while Thomas, a
Illinois Invitational.
senior from St. John's, Antigua,
Tennessee State took the raced to first in the 800 in
men's title by 13 points over 2:21.14 and second in the womEIU and 29 over MSU, while en's mile with a time of 5:28.99.
the host Lady Panthers held off
However, fellow Racers, such
the Lady Tigers and Lady as Memette Forde and Gregg
Racers by nine and 34 points, Ward, scored key points to give
respectively, to win the wom- MSU a solid all-around effort.
Forde, a junior sprinter, won
en's meet.
"'Coming
back
after the 55-meter dash with a time

Bv MIKE

0HSTROM

SPotTS EDITOR

of 7.29 seconds and placed second in the 200 in 27.34 seconds.
The native of Christ Church,
Barbados was pleased with her
finish es as well as those of her
teammates, but feels that there
is room for improvement .
"Personally, I thought we did
very well for coming back after
the break, but t he times
weren't what they should have
been," Forde said. "Our workouts ar e tough because we
haven't been working out much
lately, but we're getting better ."
Wa rd was equally impressive, racing to second in the 200
and fifth in the 400 with times
of 23.02 and 52.80 seconds,
respectively. This surprised the
junior sprinter from St.
Michael, Barbados since the
track team does not have a 200-

meter indoor facility to practice
on during t he wint er season.
"'I think that the tight curves
on the indoor tracks hurt us,"
Ward said. "It's ha rder to
breathe indoors, and we're used
to ru nning on a 400-meter
track, but with more meets, we
should grow accustomed to it."
Doty foresees progress in the
near future for his squad leading up to the Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Track and
Field Championships February
23-24 in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"We're going to improve a lot
in the next two weeks," said the
first-year coach. "We're looking
forward to the OVC."
The Racers and Lady Racers
face Southeast Missouri State
in head-to-h ead competition
today in Cape Girardeau.

ATO, Lambda Chi Alpha
tied atop All-Sports race
BY CHRIS CAMPBElL
STAFFWama

With the first half of the All-Sports intramural schedule complete, the results for the fraternities and sororities are showing
repetitive signs of previous years.
In the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC> league, Alpha Tau
Omega is locked in a tie for the overall points lead with Lambda
Chi Alpha, both having accumula ted 54.5 total points. Coming
in third is Sigma Chi with 53.5 points.
ATO bas won two straight championships after the Lambda
Chis claimed the 1992-93 title. And with being two-time
defending champs, there comes a little pressure for the ATOs to
continue the streak.
"There comes some pressure to continue to win," said Mike
Hopkins, senior from Fulton. "I mean, you don't want to lose to
your riva ls, but we are there to have fun."
In the three fall sports, the ATOs won softba ll, Lambda Chi
won football, and the two split tennis.
Meanwhile, Alpha Omicron Pi lead the Panhellenic sorority
race by a two-point advantage. The sorority has amassed 43
points without winning a single event. Alpha Gamma Delta and
Alpha Sigma Alpha are neck-and-neck with 41 points each, and
only one point separates Sigma Sigma Sigma from making it a
three-way tie.

'Jm mm of9uaJ: cou.tagc.

PERSONALS
Love-a-Lot, You're the love of
my life! Love Always, Funshlne
Thanks to Darrell for the Big
Mac and fries.
Pencil.
To "The Leach": Gapha!
'Billie." I hope you are enjoying
yourtriptoEurope. lwasthinkin'
that maybe you and me could
go out sometime. Maybe.
http://www.thenews.org
Hello, I'm an alchoholic who will
let you know with every chance
I get. I am as proud of my de·
pendency as Burt Reynolds is
of his hair piece. By the way, my
boyfriend has a personality
comparable to a roll of tape.

HELP WANTED
Nanny to live-in with caring
family in the Washington D
Area must have Nanny experierice or elementary education'
courses. Salary $350 a week
plus free room and board. Call
301-251-0322

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ROOMMATES

SAFETY COORDINATOR

SITTER NEEDEDI Tues. 910:30 a.m. and 1·4:30 p.m.
and Thurs. 1-4:30 p.m. Sound
like easy money? Call Erin or
Mike at 753-2240

Female Roomate, $165.00,
unfurnished, half water, gas
and electricity. Located near
campus. Call 753-6898, leave
message.

A major utility company In southeastern Michigan is seeking a
qualified Individual to work In
the Health and Safety area of
Human Resources. »> Ouali·
lied applicants must have a
Bachelor of Science degree in
Engineering (Electrical Engl·
nearing or Safety Engineering
preferred) or a Bachelor of Science degree in Health and
Safety. In addition, the applicant should be a Certified Safety
Professional (CSP) or be ellg1·
.blefor certification. Five years
experience In Occupational
Safety Is preferred but will train
If all other qualifications are met.
Knowledge of Electrical Transmission and Distribution helpful.>» Sala~ Is commensurate
with exper ence. Excellent
company-paid benefits. Interested candidates must submit a
cover letter, resume and salary
history postmarked no later than
02/02196 to: Personnei-CRE3
Box 33065 Detroit,
Ml48232-5065

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

NOTICE

FOR SALE

Free T·Shlrt + $1000 Credit
Card fundralsers for fraternl·
ties, sororities and groups. Any
campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00?VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers recleve Free
T·Shlrt

14' by 45' Mobile hOme, couch
w/chair, AJC, microwave,
fridge, stove, dryer. Great for
college students. Asking
$4500. Call753-7384. Leave
message.

Hair Art Is no longer a booth
rental salon.
Get your Preferred Customer
Card from Hair Art. Frve haircuts. the sixth one free. 7536745.
COME OUT AND JOIN US.

Computer for sale: Packard
Bell 486, color monitor, CD·
ROM, multi-media. modem,
under one year lod, hardly
used- Asking $900, call Sarah:
762-6378.
Siberian Husky, black, white,
grey, blue eyes AKC, 7 weeks.
Great for Valentine. $225 502-

247-8820.

The MSU Gay and Lesbian

Student Or~anization meets
weekly. For nfo call762-4723
or 762-4556. A university san·
tloned group.

Equal Opportunity Employer.

Mi.:! NEWS

~

Now's your
chance!
Let The
Murray State
News
take care of all
your
advertising
needs.
Space Reservation
and Ad copy deadline
is noon on Monday.
Cancellation Is noon
on Tuesday.

RATES

PERSONALS
FIOOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOR RENT
FOASAI.E
HElP WANTED
LOST&FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Claaalfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Washers still

75¢

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a .m .-1 1 p .m.
Sunday 9 a .m .-1 1 p .m.
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from the United Methodist
&
Episcopal Campus Fellowships
Wednesday Lunch
More great
~ ~ ~.!1ilil ... ~ jp).!1ilil.
opportunities for
Spiritual growth
and just plain
Choir Practice . •I
FUN.
Tuesday Night at \ -~~~. y ·~··
-- -. "" Call 753-9859 or
6 p.m.
stop by at 1315 Payne St.,
Worship & Dinner
for more details!
Sunday 5 - 7 p.m.
I·

.

•••

!

15% OFF ALL USED COs
OR CASSEnES WITH COUPON
Nt::\'/ Arm UsEo: CASSETTES - COs
Onor.:ns - TnADE INs WELcm.1E

SPECIAL

( Coupon expires 2-9-96 )

ME BA K!!
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Visit us online!

~NEW§JJGIBI7l
Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web

at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State Neu•s in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
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. Laundry Service & Alterations
IT'S THE FINAL DAYS OF PIER 1's JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE,
NOW THRU SUNDAY, JAN. 28
(.~ I (;;:'~
SAVE UP TO

·~~~ 20 Of.

/'\~
' -""

-;o

811 Whitn~ll Ave.
(Behind Bel-Air Center)

STOREWIDE
PLUS...

ALL ITEMS ON OUR SALE TABLES
WILL BE REDUCED

50 %

Neon Beach

OFF REGULAR PRICES I

3 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, & SUNDAY - JAN. 26, 27, & 28

Pillr 1iiiiiiiii'IS
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
ONE BLOCK EAST OF MSU CAMPUS ON
CHESTNUT ST.

Spring

Break Specials! l

•MSU discounts on
lotions
•Month unlimited .. $50
*New shipment of
swimsuits

''Murray's .
. ranntng
prenuere ,,
salon

I

fJfu wotd1 tht!J CtJUC. J.fUJklng

INDEX

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Wrthout MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

1

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-1608

Cfhe £1.-1.-entiaf :Da!J .dpa
University Square
301 N.12th St. suite F
767-Q760
dltf.a~~a9e Cfhe'Lap!J:
Half-hour••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••• $25
One hour•••••••••••••.••.•.••.••.••.•••.• $35

c:fh.oma ~team Clh.e'Lap!J:
20 minute session ••••••••••••••••.•.$1 0

'Jaciaf~:
Mlni ••••••••••••.•••..•.•...•.•••••.••••.•.•...$15
Manicure••••••••••••••••••..••.••••••••••• $1 0

Acrylic Set•••.•..•...•.••••.•..•••••••••• .$40
Acrylic Fill-in ...........................-$20
Pedicure••.•.•••••••.••••••••••••.•..••.••.$20

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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NEWS

COLLEGE HEADS
Continued from Page 1

expressed concern that they might be
unable to accomplish all of their duties
with just a one-quarter reduction.
Other new benefits for the residential college heads include the largest
meal plan, tickets to athletic, theater
and other university activities and
parking spaces at the residence halls
as well as office and living quarters in
the hall
Through the revised statement, offi-

NEW
Continued from Page 1

pledge to obey superior officers.
"I feel the young man is totally in the wrong, because his
number one responsibility is to
obey the order of his commander-in-chief," Le Roy said.
"He took an oath to defend
the Constitution and obey the
orders of his superior officers,"
Harbison said. "He's using that
in his defense, but he didn't
uphold the whole oath."
Thornell argued the army
field manual allows for a soldier to disobey an order he considers unlawful.
Edsel Proctor of Murray said,

cials are now extending the freedom of
conducting other faculty work in the
summer preceding the fall .semester,
and a number of support groups have
been outlined.
"Residential college head positions
are prestigious, and central to the success of the system," Robertson said.
"We think we've simplified the job
description. We've enhanced the compensation, and we've spelled out what
the s upport systems are for these individuals.•
Jim Willis, president of faculty senate has stepped in as chair of the resi-

"There is a higher morality
than obeying orders. This
young man disobeyed the order
to go because of that higher
morality. The Constitution is
higher than this general who
said you are going and even the
President who authorized this
court-martial"
"In a strict interpretation, it
was a lawful order," Harbison
said. "You can't just pick and
choose the part of the oath to
· uphold."
"When I joined the service, I
took an oath to uphold the
Constitution and obey orders:
Le Roy said. "I~ is not my job to
judge the United State's interests."

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

dential college head screening committee. Willis is pleased with the new
statement which he feels is commensurate with the compensation plan.
The deadline for applications to be
tuned in to Willis is now Feb. 15.
Expenses incurred from the implementation of the residential college
sysiem will be met through a shifting
of dollars in the department of student
affairs and housing.
"From a funding standpoint it's just
a matter now of identifying the dollars," Robertson said. "I think we've
identified the sources of dollars so

ENGINEERING
Continued from Page 1

donated pl UK and PCC five
years ago.
Murray either wants to buy
the building outright or be
given exclusive control through
a long-term lease.
Charles Wethington, president of UK, indicated the
University is planning to sell
the building in the next few
years and use the proceeds to
expand the facilities on PCC's
campus.
However, PCC and UK are
reluctant to part with the
building until plans for the new
facility are finalize<i

WELCOME BACK
Murray State
students, faculty
and staff!
From The Murray State News

MAGIC NEEDLE TATTOO ' s
-Over 15 Years of Experience• Only I~ tltloO

ertlat In c.llowey County
"Sterile~

Health Line

The CHE agreed Murray
should be allowed to use the
Crisp Building as its regional
service center in order to give
MSU a presence and identity in
Paducah. Cu rrent ly, all of
MSU's courses offered in
Paducah are housed at PCC.
"Departure from any of the
elements of the agreement
would surely cast the sides
back into conflict," Alexander's
letter said.
Governor Paul Patton has
included funding for the program, including funds for MSU
to purchase the Crisp Building,
in the two-year budget he submitted
to
the
General
Assembly.

for the nine college heads. An estimat·
ed $4,000 for computerization and
intra-college competition will also
have to be generated for each college
through a shifting of resources.
Robertson stressed that University
officials are not looking at allocating
new dollars at this point.
But he also stated that if extra dollars became available after budgeting
for the new year he would advocate
that the funds go toward residential
colleges.
~e're prepared to implement even
without any new dollars," he said.
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• OWr 21 bright colcn
• M•y cte.lgna to chooM

for further information dial

that's not a concern.
"It's not new money; it's just shifts
in priorities in the way dollars will be
spent."
Robertson said some of the areas for
which dollars are being generated
include money for the $6,000 enhancement of salaries for faculty heads and
the hiring of atljunct professors to fill
in for the faculty head release time
which he estimates between $1,200
and 2000 per semester.
Other expenses will surface through
renovation of the actual colleges,
which will include suites and offices

• Body piercing
• Cowr-up epec81Hit
• No drugl«llcohol
•uuattae•~.-t

11v--old

FOR A PPOINTMENT. C ALL:

753-4 748

762•3809
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept. ,._.......___ ~-
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1t GOLDEN

CHINA;f:

Dally lunch buffet
Lunch Buffet with 20 plus Items for only
•tt VfiY well could be the

$4.35

best sub I've ever tasted.•

From I I a.m. to 2 p.m.
Dishes chanp dally

FREE

HOI DOG

FRIDAY
SOUVENIR Gin
,.IDAY J, 7 a ..... crlliM

5-15% DISCOUNT ON EVERYDA~S SPEOAL.S

Pr.MI'It <XIUpOn at Play.n

Preferred Booth.

mE DWFDDtr DfSHD

ONIIHOURS
I O:JO cr.m. • I 0 p.m.
FfuDAY & SATuRDAY IO:JO cr.m. • IO:JO p.m.
SuNDAY IO:JO G.m. • f:JO p.m.
MoNDAY - THUitSDAY

TAKE OUT ALSO AVAILABLE

Central Shopping Center, Murray
(In front ofWai-Mart next to Taco John's)
753-8916
--- -------- --· ~< -- --------- -----------

(Go RACERS!

....-------------

a son

JaiDAY J, 7

DRINK
a,._
cniiM

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

~· CXlUpOII at 4th Roor Snodt Bar.

o 1'*1 Atbv'llne.

rAnySUbS&ndWicii---,
:Up to Sa~!:2~th coupon ~· !
4
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Expires Feb. 9

Beat Austin Peay!

It's the end of the month. You've worked hard. Now It's time to relaz ...

The last Friday of each mon th the University Center Board will
be showing a movie in the Curris Center Barkley Room
and Non-traditional stu dents will get $ 1 off every meal purchased
at Long John Silvers from 5-7 p.m.

2for$2
Quarter Pounder llrith Cheese

2for$2
Bacon Egg and Cheese Biscuit

Movies are a great way to unwind, and best of a ll,
on the Final Friday of each month they are FREE!
call the SGA office at 762-6951 for movie information.
~.,_or---r-';..... Show times are 6:30 p.m. and 8:20 p.m .

107 N. 12th SL
I

"Have You Bad Your Break Today?"

